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In a World of its Own, by Judy Gri n

Our tenth meeting of the year had a distinctly contemporary theme: a look back at
images that we’ve created during the past two years, and how the pandemic has
in uenced our work. Fittingly, we started out with a few technical problems with our
online meeting, but these were quickly resolved.

Upcoming Meetings
February 16
Matthew

All told twenty-seven people joined the discussion as David Kennedy took us through
twenty-four photographs. It was an evening of frank discussion about what has
changed, and what we have gained and lost during this time.

March 2
Carm & Judy

One thing that the Forum has gained during our temporary online format is many
new and talented members. We are very pleased to now welcome Christine Kobielski
to the Forum, who brings innovative images and helpful insights to the group.

March 16
Craig
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At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and di erent ideas,
creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. ese evenings are times of inspiration,
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. is is the measure of our success.

My Shoes, by Dass
Images Shown, February 2:
Jocelyn Ubaldino
CN Tower

Dass
My Shoes

Christine Kobielski
The Healing Earth

Rhonda Starr
Twisted and Tangled

Leif Petersen
Naturalia - Being Reclaimed by Nature

Avi Cohen
Cracked

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub
What if… She Wasn’t Born in a Zoo?

Michael Anderson
On the Nullarbor Plain

Luba Citrin
Dream Came True During Pandemic

Kas Stone
Way nders

Sue Curtis
Wall of Fire

Craig Lauder
Cabbagetown #15

Laurence Sitwell
No Title

Marina Leyderman
Remember

Tom Yates
Chevy With Snow

Allan Flagel
Morning Light

Matthew Robertson
Aisles

Vincent Sheridan
The Lost Chord

Nick Janushewski
Neon Fragmentality

Stephen Starkman
Untitled

David Kennedy
Fall Exploration

Judy Grif n
In a World of its Own

Steve Rees
Social Distance

Guy St Louis
Matt
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e creative process, like a spiritual journey, is intuitive, non-linear, and experiential.
It points us toward our essential nature, which is a re ection of the boundless creativity of the universe.
– John Daido Loori
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Social Distance, by Steve Rees

Discernment: Moderator’s Guidance for February 16
by Matthew Robertson
ere are a few questions that I try to answer for myself before showing one of my photos to other people.
A simple Yes or No is all that they really need, as long as the answer is honest.
Did I go beyond the obvious image that anyone could have captured?
Does this photo express something that is worth expressing?
Does it depend on gimmicks, either pre- or post-capture?
Does this photo have enduring merit?
Two more questions to answer before it expects our attention in the lightbox:
Does this photograph have something to teach me?
Does this photo display technical and artistic excellence?
For our next meeting I’m asking you to consider all of these questions when choosing a photo, because
everyone will be called on to answer one of them, with a simple yes/no, for each photo that’s shown.

Oh John, you have such lovely children! Why don't you photograph them instead of these silly rocks?
– John Daido Loori’s mother
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During the last two years
of being sequestered at
home for most every day,
I assigned myself the
project of really looking
and photographing all of
the changes of light in
every room. Even though
this image was taken
earlier as part of a
Barbara Bender-inspired
"Bathroom Project” I
thought that it t in
quite well.

Above: Morning Light,
by Allan Flagel
Right: e Lost Chord,
by Vince Sheridan
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One of the dangers of words is that we think we have something once we know its name.
– Bonnie Myotai Treace

Way nders, by Kas Stone

Way nders
Kas Stone, February 2, 2022, for the Toronto Focal Forum
Way nders is my response to David’s challenge to present an image made during COVID-19
and to re ect on how our image-making may have been in uenced by the pandemic.
I found this image on a foggy walking trail in Tadoussac, Quebec, in October 2021. I enjoyed
the juxtaposition of the navigation tower (an angular, impersonal way nding structure) and the
trio of friends in conversation beside it (perhaps helping each other nd their way through
these uncertain times?).
e image is symptomatic of a trend I’ve noticed in my image-making during the past two
years: including more human elements in my landscapes and, I hope, more meaning in the
resulting images. e experiment continues.
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A path is a prior interpretation of the best way to traverse a landscape.
– Rebecca Solnit
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Left: Untitled,
by Stephen Starkman
Below: On the Nullabor Plain,
by Michael Anderson

is photograph was taken in
2018, but was worked on in
2021. It’s a memory of a great
train trip across the middle of
Australia, and a reminder of all
the travel we’ve missed over
the last two years.
‘Nullarbor’ is really ‘Null
Arbor’, Latin for ‘no trees’.
ese trees, in a y-speck town
called Cook, were almost the
only trees we saw as we
travelled across the plain. e
rest of the plain is scrub and
rocky soil.
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I have never understood why foreigners will imagine themselves extreme adventurers while
the stewards of the land observe with a chortle. We have always been here. Aren’t we adventurous?
– Tanya Tagaq
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Left: Cracked,
by Avi Cohen
Below: Cabbagetown #15,
by Craig Lauder

is image is part of an ongoing series on
Cabbagetown and surrounding area (St
Jamestown, Regent Park, Corktown etc).
e area is a juxtaposition of poverty and
wealth, with areas where houses fetch up to
$3 million dollars and other parts with low
cost communal accommodation housing a
complete mixture of people, races and
culture. Parts of the area are considered
some of the poorest in the city.

I tend to think of the act of photographing, generally speaking, as an adventure.
My favourite thing is to go where I’ve never been.
– Diane Arbus
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Naturalia is the term used to describe the process of
nature reclaiming its rightful place and this, I think,
is a good example of that, although the farmer keeps
it trimmed to maximize his crop. I thought that the
dramatic sky adds to the story by threatening to take
over if the trees fail at their job.

Above Left: Naturalia, by Leif Petersen
Below Left: Remember, by Marina Leyderman
Below Right: Twisted and Tangled, by Rhonda Starr

Some of us are restrained by fear of what could happen to us if we resist.
In our naïveté, we are less fearful of what could happen to us – or is already happening to us – if we don’t resist.
– Ibram X Kendi

What If…?
by Marie
I often wonder what
would have
happened if an
alternate decision
was made. Not only
for my own life, but
in life in general.
Every action we
take or is bestowed
upon us, is based on
a decision. Every
single decision made
before this very
moment has shaped
our lives and those
of others, up until
this now.
is image, “What if… she wasn’t born in a zoo?” is part of my “What if…” series.
In this series, I’m attempting to portray how a decision could change a life. e
rst image in this series is one I showed at the forum some time ago. It is, What
if…I was born in another place at another time, would I still be me? Would I have
had the same interests, personality, likes, etc.? is image has me standing at the
doorway of a house in Italy looking out onto an evening storm with an iconic
Ontario tree. Placing myself both in my past and present.
e orangutan image came to me when I was observing her in her zoo
enclosure. She covered her head with burlap and other fabrics she had gathered.
I knew this behaviour was instinctual. It was not necessary for survival or
comfort in the zoo. I purposely left the garish background, bars, concrete, metal
strap, and bolts to show its “unnatural” home and blended it with what I
perceived an environment it would have lived in, had its mother not been
captured and brought to the zoo. at is, a forest area with lush grasses,
vegetation, and large trees. In this environment, the little orangutan would have
covered its head with a large leaf for protection against rainfall.
is is an ongoing project and this image is one that I have come to and altered
a number of times. It is still not how I want it to be. What that is exactly, I’m not
sure yet. After some of the comments, I realize that I must re-visit it again and
see how I can better express my intent.
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Don’t ever make decisions based on fear. Make decisions based on hope and possibility.
Make decisions based on what should happen, not what shouldn’t.
– Michelle Obama
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